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Abstract Measurementsof h_gher energy gamma rays,
aOCo,_S2Eu,and ISCEuhave been successful.
Small, shielded cadmium telluride Measurement access is l_mited to
(CdTe) semiconductor gamma-ray detectors penetratingdrywells (typically 3 in. in
have been used for _n situ radiological diameter) located on the interior and
characterizationof undergroundh}gh-level exterior of the HLWTs. Probes containing
radioactive waste tanks. Remote the detector,shielding,preamplifier,and
measurementsup to 700 R/h have been made an auxiliary cooling system have been
in gamma radiation fields. Spectral data constructed to fit within the drywells.
have been used to generate qualitativeand Gamma radiation fields within the HLWTs
- quantitative radionuclide profiles of can reach 700 R/h.
high-level radioactivewaste tanks. Small, 2 x 2 x 2 mm, planar
Two electronic spectral enhancement configuration cadmium telluride (CdTe)
techniques (pulse risetime discrimination detectors manufactured by Radiation
and pulse risetime compensation)have been Monitoring Devices, Inc. were used for
used in order to measure trace isotopes in this application. CdTe's high atomic
the presence of large amounts of 137Cs. number providessignificantstoppingpower
Spectral resolution better than 1..5%FWHM and good peak-to-total ratio for small
for the 1_Cs 662 kev photopeak has been detectors.
obtained. The traditional problem of charge
trapping with CdTe detectors has been
I. INTRODUCTION partiallyovercome by incorporationof two
spectralenhancementtechniques. With the
A large portionof the nations high- pulse risetime discrimination (PRD)
, level radioactive waste is stored at the technique, a large fraction of events are
Hanford Site in large underground storage rejected based on risetime in a manner
tanks. Characterization of high-level similar to references I and 2. Pulse
waste tank (HLWT) contents is one of the risetime compensation (PRC) is an event
" first steps toward the cleanup of the amplitude correction technique b_Red on
tanks and the environmentalrestorationof the risetime of the event. References
the Hanford Site. and 4 describe the use of this technique
Radionuclide content and with germanium detectors.
distributionin HLWTs have been determined
by in situ gamma-ray spectroscopy. The
predominategamma-rayemitter in the HLWTs
is 137Cs. The large abundance of 137Cs
makes measurementsof other isotopes with
photon energies below 662 keV impossible.
*Performed under DOE Contract DE-AC06-87 RL10930.
II. DETECTOR AND ELECTRONIC
CONFIGURATION
A. Pulse Risetime Discrimination F
r eg n of Pulse Acceotance
The PRD was used as a method to e
electronically enhance photopeak q
resolution. At the preamplifier output u' e
the risetime of each event (pulse) n
occurring within the detector is c
determined. Pulses that lie within a y
- narrow range of risetimesare acceptedfor
counting,and the remainder of the pulses ] "_".......-"-".............................
are rejected. Approximately half of the Risetime
• events are rejected.
Me electronicconfigurationfor the
PRD system is shown in Fig. I. The pulse Fig. 2 CdTe pulse risetime spectrum
risetime analysis system consists of a
singledelay-line amplifier,a pulse-shape
analyzer, and a time-to-amplitude Fig. 3 displays a gamma-ray energy
converter with an integral single-channel spectrumwith a 2 x 2 x 2 mm CdTe detector
analyzer (SCA). The pulse-shape analyzer taken with and without PRD. It was found
functions in the same manner as two that pulses of any selected risetime
constant fraction discriminators. This produced quality gamma-ray energy spectra
provides a risetime spectrum which is as illustratedin Fig. 4. Slower rising
independentof the gamma-rayenerg2/region events generate photopeaks which are
utilized, shifted to lower channels than faster
CdTe rising events. The risetime spectrum is
OetecrGr reproducible at different shaping times
I
[Prea_,_,_erl thus; the effect is due to charge trapping
I ' , and not ballisticdeficit. During slower
,' Ioe'avUneiAm_,,f,errising events, charge is resident within
i_te__.,egra_,ng [ the crystal for longer periods of time;
', _,_,_e_ [p_Js_s_aoG the holes and electrons have a greater
l i........A_a_yze_! probability to recombine or become
Loe,ayLJ_) s'_'_lIS,o_ trapped. This leads to lower amounts of
TACw'm I charge collection, which describes theI,me£ralSCA photopeakshif s bserved. The unenhanced
s,g_,,_,i _,_,_,sc_I _c spectrum shown in Fig. 3 is a composite
Aoc#_ [ADC_2I gamma-rayenergy spectrumwith events from
ADC-..-,o_,oD,_,t_Co_.,_. al I ri set i mesSCA-Single Channel Analyzer
T,a_C-Tir_ to Aml31itt_e Conv_rter
o
Fig. 1 PRD block electronics
Fig. 2 represents a typicalrisetime
distribution of preamplifier output
pulses. Pulses within the highlighted
range of risetimes were accepted for
counting, the remainder were rejected.
, By selecting a specific risetime,
spectralresolutioncan be improvedat the B. Pulse Risetime Compensation
expense of detector efficiency. Using a
• PRD, a resolution of !.5% full width at The PRC technique adjusts the
half maximum (FWHM) for 137Cswas obtained, amplitude of the pulse by an amount
A gated integrating amplifier with proportionalto the square of the risetime
a shaping time constant of 0.25 /_secwas of the event. This is performed w_th an
used because of the high radiation fields analog computer that was developed to
encountered. The gated integrator was correct for ballistic deficits in
used to overcome a ballistic deficit germanium detectors and to correct for
resulting from short shaping times. The charge trapping in neutron damaged
PRD effectively performs pulse pile up germanium detectors. The computer is
rejection, commercially available from EG&G ORTEC,
and is called a germanium resolution
enhancer. This technique counts every
event while maintaining satisfactory
resolution.
The electronicconfigurationfor the improvewith bias voltage in Fig. 7. The
PRC system is diagrammed in Fig. 5. This detector has been routinely operated at
system consists of a gated integrator 200 V for extended periods of time.
which provides the spectral signal, a
spectroscopy amplifier from which the
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Fig. 6 The effect of bias voltage on
the risetime
Fig. 5 PRC block diagram
In theory, the germanium resolution r i""""'" _ 66_/k__
enhancer shouldcorrect for both ballistic e
deficit and charge trapping within the QLJ
CdTe crystal. In practice, spectral e
quality is improved by using the gated n
integrator to overcome the ballistic cY
deficit and by using the resolution
enhancer to overcome charge trapping. . , , , --
Fig. 3 contains gammA-ray energy spectra Energy
taken of a 137Csand =%0 source using the
PRC system. Using the PRC system, .....60v --_2o v --_.oov
photopeak resolution of 2.5% FWHM at
662 keV was achieved while counting every Fig. 7 The effect of voltage on an
event, unenhanced 137Csgamma-ray energy
spectrum
C. Detector Temperature and Bias
- VoItage Dependency
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The maximummanufacturerrecommended
° operatingtemperaturefor the detectorwas Spectral resolutions of 1.5% and
48 °C. It was noted that operation above 2.5% FWHM @ 662 keV have been obtained
32 °C would producegain shifts as well as using PRD and PRC. This resolution is
broadening of the pulse risetime spectra, better than sodium iodide scintillators
Because the internal temperaturesof some but not as good as germanium or silicon
HLWTs were over 80 °C, the detector was semiconductordetectors. Because of the
cooled with circulating ice water, high atomic number of CdTe, the peak-to-
Varying the detector bias changed total ratio is a factor of 10 better than
the shape of the risetime distributionas an equivalent sized germanium detector.
shown in Fig. 6. When the detector was The electronic enhancement
biased below 100 V, the risetime techpiques, PRD, and PRC have been
distributionwas unstable and subject to successful in comper.satingfor problems
large drifts in both peak position and associatedwith chargemobility and charge
shape. Photopeak quality can be seen to trapping. The PRD selects events with
uniformcharge trapping based on selecting VII. REFERENCES
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IV. FUTURE WORK
Future improvements will include
locatingthe origin of the timing signals
at the preamplifierlevel, customizingthe
preamplifierto match the characteristics
of CdTe more closely, and performing PRC
digitally for improved resolution.
Implementingthese changes will probably
improvethe resolutionavailablefrom CdTe
systems.It appears that if a detector can
be made such that higher bias voltages can
be successfully applied, no enhancement
. electronicswill be necessary.
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